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The need for environmental technology treatment of contaminants of emerging concerns (CECs) is increasing as
CECs lead to detrimental effects on human health and ecosystems. Herein, defect-rich layered double hydroxide
(LDH) structured into a fibrous filter with a facile solar-driven regeneration function was fabricated for efficiently
removing adsorbed CECs in wastewater. The physical and chemical interactions between the LDH filter and CECs
are revealed. It is demonstrated that the introduction of unsaturated Cuδ+ sites (δ < 2) and creating oxygen
vacancies represents an effective way for improving adsorbing activity of the defect-rich LDH host layer. Also, the
nanofiber-particle friction coefficient of the hierarchical LDH filter affects the filtration efficiency as revealed by
3D modelling. The LDH filter is capable of filtrating sixteen types of CECs and shows the capability of photo
catalytic degradation of adsorbed CECs, thus enabling filter regeneration. This work thus presents a new
perspective into bottom-up design of adsorbent materials: from molecular interactions to shaping adsorbents into
microscopic nanofibers and assembling these into macroscopic 3D adsorbent filters.

1. Introduction
With the ever-increasing population growth and advancements in
medical treatments and industrial processes, a growing number of
contaminants are entering the aqueous environment from human ac
tivity [1–3]. In particular, for industrialized countries, the concerns for
public health and environmental impact are exemplified by the wide
spread use of pharmaceuticals and their significance as contaminants of
emerging concerns (CECs) [4,5]. Low-molecular-weight CECs penetrate
barriers in conventional wastewater treatment plants and enter the
aqueous environment. Highly persistent CECs, such as antibiotics cip
rofloxacin and erythromycin, blood pressure regulators hydrochloro
thiazide (HCT) and atenolol, analgesics carbamazepine, antidepressants
sertraline may lead to detrimental effects on the survival and growth of
aquatic organisms, even at low concentrations [4]. Especially, extended
exposure to CECs residues in the environment may enrich antibioticresistant genes [6]. Thus, there is an urgent need for a sustainable and
effective wastewater treatment technology. Among various developed
strategies, adsorption processes are widely applied because of their easy

operation, low energy consumption and relatively low cost. However,
there are still challenges limiting applications [7–9]. For example, most
developed adsorbents are in the form of powders, which may promote
adsorbent agglomeration, thus reducing capacity and kinetics [10,11].
Moreover, there is a general issue in separating adsorbent powder from
treated water. When the adsorbents are saturated with contaminants,
regeneration typically requires washing with water or organic solvent,
with potential risks of secondary contamination [12]. In particular,
some captured contaminants have a strong affinity to the adsorbents,
leading to inefficient regeneration. In most cases, the adsorbents are
simply discarded or incinerated after use, which in itself presents a
major sustainability challenge.
To tackle these issues, structuring of absorbents in the form of
coatings, membranes, or devices may present a strategy for creating a
material with high removal capability and which meets practical
application requirements [13–15]. In principle, electrospinning tech
nology, in which adsorbents are structured into various nonwoven
nanofibers (NFs), can enable a low-pressure combined absorptionfiltration process for environmental remediation. However, fibrous
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filters which integrate porous adsorbents into a polymer matrix can
result in densification or blockage of pores, causing the loss of active
sites and decreased filtration efficiency [16,17]. Also, the filtration
behavior is not merely dependent on the intrinsic adsorbent efficacy on
NFs, but also depends on the morphology and surface roughness induced
friction between NFs and contaminates, as well as external factors such
as transmembrane pressure and cross-flow rates.
Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are one class of host–guest ma
terials, which have a general formula of [M2+1− xM3+x(OH)2]x+ (An− )x/
n⋅yH2O. The host 2D layers was constructed by edge-shared metal M(II)
and M(III) hydroxide octahedral, and the interlyaer is filled with
neutralized anions [18,19]. The LDHs normally show cost-effective,
environmentally friendly, special ion exchange and structural memory
properties. As a resut, the LDH based functional materials have been
widely used in catalysis, gas barrier, adsorbents, and biology. Especially,
LDHs have been reported for adsorption of various contaminants, owing
to their large surface area, tunable chemical composition and special ion
exchange capability [18–21]. However, the adsorption performance of
LDH normally in the form of bulk powder is limited by insufficient
adsorption capacity and poor regeneration performance. Here we
designed LDH-based NFs as a filter with solar-driven regeneration
capability for treating wastewater with CECs (Scheme 1). To enrich
active sites of LDHs for maximizing adsorption capacity, we propose a
defect engineering strategy by creating unsaturated Cuδ+ sites and ox
ygen vacancy (VO) on LDH cationic layers which are structured into
fibrous filters. Filtrations combined with 3D modelling simulation were
performed to demonstrate the high removal efficiency compared to
other adsorbent filters. In addition, the photocatalytic property of the
LDH filter was investigated to demonstrate how filters can be easily
regenerated.

(AlOOH) gel is dip-coated on PAN NFs to obtain AlOOH NFs (Fig. S1b).
The presence of AlOOH coating protects the inner polymer PAN NFs and
improves interfacial compatibility. Subsequently, Co-containing zeolitic
imidazolate framework with a leaf-like morphology (Co-ZIF-L) as a
template is grown on the surface of AlOOH NFs to fabricate ZIF-L NFs
(Fig. S2). Finally, CoNiCu-LDH NFs are fabricated by ion-exchange on
ZIF-L NFs. The resultant flexible LDH NFs mat has a sea-green colour,
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs showed a
honeycomb-like structure on the surface of the AlOOH NFs (Fig. 1b-c).
The hierarchical (Fig. 1d) and porous structure (Fig. 1d, inset) were
revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The TEM image
showed a lattice spacing of 0.26 nm (Fig. 1e), which is attributed to the
(0 1 2) crystal plane of the LDH. In addition, the energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) mapping showed CoNiCu-LDH NFs with a homo
geneous element distribution (Fig. 1f). The molar ratio for Co: Ni : Cu: is
around 4.5 : 4.1 : 1.3 (Fig. S3). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed
the structural conversion process from Co-ZIF-L to CoNiCu-LDH (Fig. 1g
and S2a). Based on the LDH synthesized by previous reported hydro
thermal and separate nucleation and aging steps (SNAS) methods,
[22,23] the low intensity of XRD peak observed here can be attributed to
defects on the host layer of LDH created by the introduction of Cu sites
giving rise to a Jahn-Teller effect [24,25]. The electronic structure of
CoNiCu-LDH NFs was investigated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). Compared with CoNi-LDH NFs, the binding energy of Ni 2p and
Co 2p of CoNiCu-LDH NFs leads to a positive shift, implying a modified
local electronic density of Ni and Co sites on the cationic layer (Fig. 1hi). Meanwhile, the O 1 s peak of the CoNiCu-LDH NFs shifted to higher
binding energy than CoNi-LDH (Fig. 1j), and a new peak located at
533.8 eV probably reflects a high number of VO [26]. The result thus
indicated that the introduction of Cu modified the electronic microen
vironment and created VO on the defective LDH layer.

2. Results and discussion

2.2. The adsorption behavior investigation of LDH NFs as adsorbent

2.1. Fabrication and characterization of CoNiCu-LDH NFs

Before the LDH NFs were structured into a 3D filter, we evaluated
their adsorption performance. As an exemplary CEC, we use the blood
pressure regulator hydrochlorothiazide (HCT) as model adsorbate.
Fig. 2a shows the adsorption concentration (qt) as a function of
adsorption time for various NFs. The CoNiCu-LDH NFs exhibited higher
adsorption capacity (317 mg g− 1) than CoNi-LDH NFs (299 mg g− 1). The

PAN@AlOOH@LDH NFs denoted as LDH NFs are fabricated as fol
lows, see Fig. 1a (for details, please refer to the experimental section).
Firstly, the polyacrylonitrile (PAN) NFs are fabricated by the electro
spinning method (Fig. S1a), for use as a flexible substrate for con
structing 3D filters. Then, an aluminum oxihydroxide boehmite

Scheme 1. (a) LDH with enriched defects sites that structured into NFs filter with solar-driven regeneration function for the removal of CECs. (b) The structure of
CoNiCu-LDH, with unsaturated Cuδ+ and VO on the LDH slab. (c) The solar-driven regeneration mechanism of the LDH filter via photocatalytic degradation of
adsorbed CECs.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration for the fabrication of the CoNiCu-LDH NFs. (b) Low and (c) high magnification SEM images, (d) low and (e) high magnification TEM
images, (f) EDX mapping and (g) XRD pattern for the CoNiCu-LDH NFs. XPS spectra of (h) Co 2p, (i) Ni 2p and (j) O 1 s for CoNiCu-LDH NFs and CoNi-LDH NFs,
respectively.

PAN NFs and AlOOH NFs have negligible adsorption capacity, indicating
LDH plays a crucial role in capturing HCT molecules. The adsorption
equilibrium time is reached within 10 min. The fast initial adsorption
rate can be attributed to readily accessible sites enabled by the hierar
chically super-hydrophilic fibrous structure (Fig. S4). Thus, the result
indicates that the adsorption process is controlled by external mass
transfer instead of intra-particle diffusion mass transfer.[27,28] The
reason is probably because of the honeycomb-like structure of LDH,
which exposed active sites to the external surface. Most importantly, the
CoNiCu-LDH NFs showed higher adsorption capacity than that of CoNiLDH NFs for absorbing other two blood pressure regulators: atenolol and
sulfamethoxazole (Fig. 2b and S5). The above results indicated the
introduction of Cu site in the LDH slab leads to more active sites for
promoting adsorption.
Moreover, the HCT adsorption isotherms for CoNiCu-LDH NFs were
obtained. The values of equilibrium concentration (qe) increased with
increasing HCT concentration (ce) initially and gradually became stable
(Fig. 2c). Langmuir and Freundlich models were applied to analyze the
adsorption behavior.[27,28] The results indicated that the adsorption

curve for CoNiCu-LDH NFs fits the Langmuir model for Ce > 100 mg L–1
and the Freundlich model for Ce < 100 mg L–1 (Fig. S6). This result il
lustrates that the adsorption was not limited to the formation of
monolayer coverage of adsorbate on a homogeneous LDH surface,
probably because of abundant and different adsorption sites. Further
more, the calculated Gibbs free energy change (ΔG) of –0.150 kJ mol− 1
revealed that the adsorption process was spontaneous under standard
conditions [27].
To compare CoNiCu-LDH NFs with other LDH-based NFs, we syn
thesized MgAl-LDH NFs and CoAl-LDH NFs (Fig. S7 and S8) previously
reported in the literature [29]. The adsorption capacities of the three
adsorbents followed the order CoNiCu-LDH NFs (317 mg g− 1) > MgAlLDH NFs (223 mg g− 1) > CoAl-LDH NFs (160 mg g− 1) (Fig. 2d), showing
the composition on LDH host layer affects the adsorption capacity.
Moreover, the honeycomb-like CoNiCu-LDH on the polymer NFs
exhibited the highest surface area with 407 cm3 g− 1 compared to MgAlLDH NFs (213 cm3 g− 1) and CoAl-LDH NFs (91 cm3 g− 1) (Fig. 2e). Thus,
the results illustrated the higher adsorption capacity of the defect-rich
CoNiCu-LDH can be attributed to the high surface area and introduced
3
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Fig. 2. (a) The HCT adsorption curves as the function of time on various fibrous adsorbents that PAN, AlOOH, CoNi-LDH, CoNiCu-LDH NFs, respectively. (b) The qt
of CoNi-LDH and CoNiCu-LDH NFs on absorbing HCT, atenolol and sulfamethoxazole, respectively. (c) The adsorption isotherms of HCT onto the CoNiCu-LDH NFs.
(d) The HCT adsorption curves as the function of the time and (e) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm curves for MgAl-LDH, CoAl-LDH, CoNiCu-LDH NFs with
different morphology. (f) Cu 2p and (g) O 1 s XPS spectra of adsorbent CoNiCu-LDH NFs as well as (h) S 1 s XPS spectra of adsorbate HCT before and after adsorption,
respectively. (i) The proposed adsorption mechanism for CoNiCu-LDH NFs.

Cu sites on LDH host layer.
To identify the active adsorption sites, we used XPS to measure the
shift in binding energy for the elements in CoNiCu-LDH NFs before and
after adsorption. Adsorption of HCT resulted in an apparent negative
binding energy shift of 0.9 eV for Cu 2p3/2 and 0.8 eV for Cu 2p1/2
(Fig. 2f). The result indicated that Cu sites are more active on LDH host
layer for HCT adsorption. In addition, the O 1 s spectra displayed a
negative shift of 0.5 and 0.6 eV (Fig. 2g), indicating the adsorbate
interacted with the Vo and hydroxyl group on the LDH host layer. The
binding energy of S 1 s for the HCT absorbed on NiCoCu-LDH NFs
exhibited a positive shift compared with that of pure HCT (Fig. 2h). The
decreased binding energy of O 1 s on LDH and the increased binding
energy of S 1 s on HCT indicated the occurrence of charge transfer from
HCT to CoNiCu-LDH during the adsorption process [30]. Based on these
results, we propose that there are four possible active adsorption path
ways: unsaturated metal site chelation, Vo adsorption, interlayer ion
exchange and hydrogen bonding (Fig. 2i). In contrast to other types of
LDH, electron-rich Vo and unsaturated Cuδ+ (δ < 2) sites existed in the

defect-rich CoNi-LDH, both of which may interact with the amino group
of HTC. The results indicated that creating Vo and introducing unsatu
rated metal sites is a feasible strategy to improve the adsorption capa
bility of the LDH-based adsorbent.
2.3. The evaluation of the filtration performance of LDH filters
The LDH NFs was then constructed into a three-dimensional (3D)
filter by cutting LDH NF mats into disks which were stacked layer-bylayer and compressed to obtain a dense 3D fibrous filter (Fig. 3a). The
resulting LDH filter was first used to filtrate the 100 mg L–1 HCT solution
under various flow rates. For flow rates up to 10 ml cm− 3 min− 1, the
filtration efficiency of LDH NFs was relatively low (<50%) due to the
short retention time providing insufficient interaction between HCT and
the CoNiCu-LDH in the NF filter (Fig. 3b). In comparison, when the flow
rate was reduced to 4 ml cm− 3 min− 1, the removal efficiency of HCT
reached 85% for at least 140 min.
To investigate the filtration process in detail, we used our developed
4
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic illustration for shaping the CoNiCu-LDH NFs into filter for the removal of CECs. (b) The removal efficiency of the CoNiCu-LDH filter as a
function of time under various flow rates. (c) The simulated 3D structured CoNiCu-LDH filter for HCT filtration. (d) The simulated and experimental removal ef
ficiency for the CoNiCu-LDH filter under various flow rates. (e) The removal efficiency for the CoNiCu-LDH and CoNi-LDH filters as a function of time at a flow rate of
5 ml cm− 3 min− 1. (f) The proposed general methodology for structuring 1D Co3O4 and Co-ZIF nanorod, 2D Co-ZIF-L, CoAl-LDH, MgAl-LDH, CoNi-LDH, CoNiCu-LDH
and CoNiCu-MMO, 3D HKUST-1 and ZIF-67 into filters, and their removal efficiency and the removal rate, respectively.

rate was only 0.58 mg g− 1 min− 1 with a flow rate of 4 ml cm− 3 min− 1.
Moreover, the CoNiCu-LDH NFs filter showed a higher removal rate than
the NiCo-LDH NFs filter (Fig. 3e), due to the active Cu sites (Fig. 2h).
This phenomenon was confirmed via filtration of atenolol and sulfa
methoxazole (Fig. S10).
Based on the CECs filtrations, we conclude that the proposed syn
thesis and structuring strategy to structure adsorbent into hierarchical
NFs would provide not only active sites for adsorption but also endow
free space among NFs to facilitate mass transfer, leading to a fast and
efficient filtration performance. To prove this universal methodology for
fabricating adsorbents filter, we structured a series of adsorbents,
including metal oxides, LDHs and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs),
into NF filters (Fig. 3f, S11, and S12). As for the NF filters decorated with
1D nanorods, such as Co3O4 filter and Co-ZIF filter, both removal effi
ciency and removal rate are relatively low. In comparison, the adsor
bents Co-ZIF-L and CoNiCu-LDH filter show higher filtration
performance as the 2D surface allows for a higher density of active sites
[34]. The LDH converted porous mix metal oxide (MMO) have been
reported to have high adsorption capacity [28]. However, the filtration
performance of the CoNiCu-MMO filter derived from the CoNiCu-LDH
filter via calcination is low as pyrolysis process damaged the MMO
NFs structure (Fig. S12f). Moreover, two MOFs, which have been

software to solve the Langevin equation with the Stokes’ law drag force
by the Lagrangian method to model the 3D Brownian motion of each
molecule suspended in a one direction flowing water through the con
structed 3D nanofiber filter model [31,32]. The use of the chosen
simulation strategy is justified by the creeping flow conditions occurring
during the performed filtration experiments [33], because the Reynolds
numbers for the flow of water through the filter nanopores are
much<0.1. The adsorption or slippage of the molecule on the surface of
the fiber was determined based on the force balance considering drag
force, lift force, adhesion (van der Waals) force and the friction force. A
similar modeling strategy has already been successfully used in our
previous work for modeling air filtration using polyurethane nanofiber
filters, which also meets the conditions for the creeping flow [31,32].
The filtration efficiency for HCT was simulated in the constructed LDH
filter model at different flow rates (details of the simulation process can
be found in the Supporting Information). The comparison showed that
the 3D simulated filtration efficiency exhibited a similar trend as the
experimental results (Fig. 3d), where a decrease in the flow rate
improved the filtration efficiency. The flow rate of 5 ml cm− 3 min− 1 is
confirmed as an optimized flow rate where CoNiCu-LDH NFs achieved a
maximum removal rate of 0.73 mg g− 1 min− 1 (Fig. S9). Even though
CoNiCu-LDH NFs showed the highest removal efficiency, the removal
5
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recently reported as excellent adsorbents, were structured into NF filters
for comparison as well. Owing to the microporous structure of MOF
adsorbents, the 3D ZIF-67 and HKUST-1 filter exhibit comparable
filtration performance with that of the CoNiCu-LDH NFs. Nevertheless,
the poor chemical and thermal stability of MOF adsorbents are among
the major challenges limiting practical applications in chemically harsh
wastewater environments [35]. The above result thus demonstrated that
our developed general methodology is effective for fabricating adsor
bents filter with high and stable efficiency.

that the filtration efficiency increases with the NF frictions. Second, N =
1.5 for HCT and 2.6 for erythromycin was obtained based on equation
(1) (see detail in Supporting Information), indicating the chemical
interaction also existed between LDH and these CECs during the filtra
tion process. The reason that HCT-NFs has smaller N value as compared
with erythromycin-NFs is that the Brownian motion effect is stronger for
the smaller HCT compared to the larger erythromycin. Thus, the
measured higher filtration efficiency for erythromycin can be explained
by a higher chemical activity with N = 2.6 due to hydroxyl groups
interacting with the LDH filter.
As for the selective adsorption capacity, the activity of CoNiCu-LDH
NFs depends on functional groups of CECs. The five blood pressure
regulators with similar size and structure exhibited the following order
of adsorption capacity: bezafibrate > metoprolol > atenolol > HCT >
sulfamethoxazole. The reason is that these blood pressure regulators
have different function groups to interact with LDH. The high interact
ing behavior of the function group for CECs normally showed the
following order that –COOH (bezafibrate) > –OH (metoprolol, atenolol)
> –NH2 (atenolol, HCT, sulfamethoxazole) group, probably because that
both host layer –OH group and interlayer anion prone to interact with
–COOH. Moreover, the positive active Cuδ+ sites on the alkaline layer
would prefer interacting with charged –COO– group.
Nevertheless, high adsorption capacity does not always lead to high
filtration efficiency. When comparing the five blood pressure regulators,
removal efficiencies of atenolol and metoprolol are higher, which shows
that the filtration behavior is determined not only by the adsorption
behavior of LDH, but also is associated with physical particle-fiber
friction. In addition, both adsorption capacity and removal efficiency
are low for relatively hydrophobic molecules such as carbamazepine,
sertraline, clarithromycin. We attributed this to the super-hydrophilic
property of LDH NFs (Fig. S4). The results demonstrated that both the
hierarchical structure of 3D filter and the interaction between the
adsorbent and the CECs molecules play crucial roles in determining the
filtration performance.

2.4. The generality and selectivity of LDH filter for removal of CECs
In view of the advantages of the CoNiCu-LDH filter discussed above,
we then used it to remove various potential CECs, including antibiotics,
analgesics, antidepressants, X-ray contrasts, immunosuppressant, antiinflammatory anti-corrosion, herbicides, blood pressure regulators and
lipid-lowering agents. As shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, the CoNiCu-LDH filter
with abundant active sites can be used to remove sixteen selected CECs.
The CoNiCu-LDH filter also showed filtration selectivity of various CECs
(Fig. S13). In particular, the results show that the adsorption and
filtration behavior is not solely dependent on the chemical interaction of
pristine LDH adsorbent with CECs but also related to the structure of the
NF filter. To investigate this in more detail we propose the following
phenomenological equation to describe the effects of particle-fiber
friction and chemical interactions on the filtration efficiency:
[(
)2 (
)N ]
1
DAverageMaxFiberDiameter
DAverageFiberDiameter
ξ = ξ0
(1)
+
2
DAverageMinFiberDiameter
DParticleDiameter
where ξ is the total particle-fiber friction coefficient, ξ0 is the “interac
tion-free” friction coefficient, and N is the chemical interaction param
eter. In the absence of surface roughness (meaning the average
maximum NF diameter DAverageMaxFiberDiameter is equal to average mini
mum NF diameter DAverageMinFiberDiameter) and chemical interactions
between the particle (N = 0), both terms in the square brackets will be
unity and ξ will be equal to ξ0. The chemical interaction parameter N for
a given absorbance particle was determined from filtration experiments
(blue lines in Tables S2 and S3) to match the experimentally measured
filtration efficiency data at a given volume flow rate. First, without
considering the impact of chemical interactions, we can see from Fig. 4c

2.5. Solar-driven regeneration function of the LDH filter
Regeneration and durability are inevitable challenges in wastewater
treatment. To regenerate the adsorbent filters, people often apply peri
odical backflush or chemical cleaning in practical applications, leading

Fig. 4. (a) The adsorption capacity of CoNiCu-LDH NFs and (b) the removal rate of CoNiCu-LDH filter for the removal of sixteen CECs from wastewater (The raw
concentration of all CECs solution is 100 mg L–1 and the flow rate is 5 ml cm− 3 min− 1). (c) The filtration efficiency of HCT and erythromycin as the function of the
fiber friction for CoNiCu-LDH filter during the filtration process.
6
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to not only consumption of water and chemicals, but also to degradation
of filter material. Previous work has shown the potential of using LDH
for photocatalytic application [24,36]. Our hypothesis is that if the
defect-rich CoNiCu-LDH adsorbent has photocatalytic activity, the
saturated LDH filter could be regenerated by solar light-driven CEC
degradation and reused for circular wastewater treatment process. To
verify the hypothesis, we carried out the cycle adsorption tests where the
water containing CECs are captured through CoNiCu-LDH filter fol
lowed by simulated solar light irradiation. Compared with the saturated
CoNiCu-LDH filter without being treated by solar light irradiation
(Fig. S14), there was no noticeable loss in the removal efficiency of the
CoNiCu-LDH filter after five cycles (Fig. 5a). The obvious decrease of
concentration for the CECs solution by using LDH NFs under light irra
diation further confirmed the efficient photocatalytic activity of LDH,
compared with the blank experiment (Fig. S15). In addition, the
CoNiCu-LDH NFs showed higher catalytic activity than that of CoNiLDH NFs in 1 h. Compared with the traditional regeneration proced
ure backflush or chemical cleaning, the solar-driven regeneration
function is a facile method because of the photocatalytic activities of the
LDH-based NFs. It should be noted the degradation of HCT is a combi
nation of UVC alone and action of the photocatalyst. As shown in table
S6, the degradation rate constant for HCT in the absence (UVC alone)
and presence of the CoNiCu-LDH photocatalyst is 0.009 and 0.028
min− 1. The result indicated that some of CECs can be potentially
decomposed by solar light irradiation alone, and the introduction of

LDH photocatalyst is favorable for improving the degradation kinetics.
To reveal the photocatalysis induced facile regeneration mechanism
of NiCoCu-LDH NFs, the specific photocatalytic steps, including lightharvesting, electron-hole separation and surface redox reaction, were
investigated [37,38]. As shown in Fig. 5b, the UV–Vis diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy illustrated that both CoNi-LDH and defect-rich CoNiCuLDH is UV and visible light-responsive. Moreover, the introduction of Cu
led to the narrow bandgap of CoNiCu-LDH (2.42 eV), compared with
CoNi-LDH (2.69 eV). As a result, defect-rich CoNiCu-LDH could more
efficiently harvest solar energy for the degradation of CECs molecules.
Moreover, the higher photoelectrochemical efficiency and a longer
excited-state lifetime of CoNiCu-LDH NFs were confirmed by using
transient photocurrent measurements under chopped-light illumination
(Fig. 5c) and time-resolved PL spectroscopy measurements (Fig. 5d). The
results indicated that the newly developed CoNiCu-LDH is more favor
able for electron-hole separation. Furthermore, the free-electron spin
resonance (ESR) spin-trapping experiments indicated that hydroxyl
radicals (•OH) and holes could increase after Cu introduction (Fig. 5e),
while the characteristic peaks of DMPO- O2•− can be neglected, sug
gesting the •OH is the main active species. After calculation of valence
band (VB) (Fig. S16), we found the VB hole to be positive to oxidize the
OH − to •OH (+1.99 eV), while the electrons on CB is incapable of
reducing O2 to O2•− (− 0.33 eV) (Fig. 5f), being consistent with ESR
results. Thus, the •OH is the main reactive species for catalytic degra
dation of the CECs. As a result, the CoNiCu-LDH NFs can be regenerated

Fig. 5. (a) The regeneration performance of CoNiCu-LDH filter by the cycle of filtration and light irradiation. (b) UV–vis diffuse reflectance spectra and calculated
bandgap (inset), (c) amperometric I–t curves at a potential of 0.6 V under chopped-light illumination (λ > 200 nm), (d) time-resolved PL decay profiles, (e) ESR
spectra of radical adducts trapped to determine •OH radical by DMPO under light irradiation and (f) the band alignment for CoNi-LDH and CoNiCu-LDH. (g) The
summary and highlights of LDHs filter with high adsorption capacity, fast removal rate and facile regeneration function for wastewater filtration.
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for repeated filtration processes and removal of various contaminations
in wastewater treatment. Thus, we developed a general strategy of
designing defect-rich LDH-based microscopic adsorbent, shaping LDH
adsorbent into mesoscopic NFs, and constructing a macroscopic 3D filter
with photocatalytic driven regeneration function (Fig. 5g).

same pressure to stack the individual layers if the thickness and weight
was fixed in advance. The concentration of the filtered solution was
measured on the basis of the adsorption peak by using a UV/Vis spec
trophotometer. The detail on building a 3D model and simulating the
filtration can be found in Supporting Information.

3. Conclusion

4.4. Regeneration investigation of LDH filter by light irradiation

In summary, we have presented a systematic bottom-up methodol
ogy for constructing a fibrous adsorbent filter. A defect-rich CoNiCuLDH with honeycomb-like morphology was grown on the flexible NFs
and subsequently structured into 3D filters and this approach can be
used to design various adsorbents based 3D filters. Specifically, this
efficient strategy enables creating Vo and unsaturated metal sites on
LDH to enrich active adsorption sites, which played an active role in the
effective adsorption of CECs. In addition, the absorbent growth on the
flexible NFs is favourable for combining a high density of active sites
with mass transfer filtration. Based on our developed methodology for
3D modelling simulation of NFs filtration, a phenomenological equation
was proposed to illustrate the combined effect of particle-fiber friction
and chemical interaction on the filtration efficiency of CECs. The sim
ulations combined with the experimental results reveal the synergetic
effects of the active LDH adsorption sites and the particle-fiber friction
between the LDH NFs and adsorbate molecules. Finally, we demon
strated light-driven regeneration of the LDH filter based on photo
catalytic activity. Therefore, this work not only presents a novel defectrich LDH adsorbent with dual functionality (adsorption and photo
catalytic activity) but also provides a pathway to structure such inor
ganic adsorbents into 3D filters to facilitate the water treatment process.

Typically, the used wet CoNiCu-LDH filter was removed from the
filter pipe and transferred to the sealed silica glass container. The used
CoNiCu-LDH filter was irradiated by a 300 W Xe lamp as a light source
(λ > 200 nm). After 1 h of irradiation, the CoNiCu-LDH filter was
reloaded in the filter pipe for re-utilization. The regeneration experi
ment of CoNiCu-LDH filter can be conducted by cycling filtration and
light irradiation operation. To further confirm the photocatalytic
decomposition capability of pollutants for CoNiCu-LDH NFs. The ex
periments were performed at RT as follows: 0.1 g of used CoNiCu-LDH
NFs was added to a 50 ml of CECs such as HCT, atenolol, and sulfa
methoxazole (10 mg L–1). Before light irradiation, the solution was
stirred for 30 min in the dark to further exclude the adsorption inter
ference, although the adsorption–desorption equilibrium between CECs
solutions and the used CoNiCu-LDH NFs has been achieved. Then the
solution was exposed to light irradiation, and the concentration of three
CECs was detected by a UV/Vis spectrophotometer during the photo
catalysis process.
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